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Fuzzy Controller Design Using FPGA for Sun and
Maximum Power Point Tracking in Solar Array System
Basil M. Hamed and Mohammed S. El-Moghany
It is based on plant operator experience, and it is very easy
to apply. Hence, many complex systems can be controlled
without knowing the exact mathematical model of the plant
[7]. In addition, fuzzy logic simplifies dealing with
nonlinearities in systems [8]. The most popular method of
implementing fuzzy controller is using a general-purpose
microprocessor or microcontroller. Microprocessor based
controllers are more economical, but often face difficulties
in dealing with control systems that require high processing
and input/output handling speeds [9]. Rapid advances in
digital technologies have given designers the option of
implementing a controller on a variety of Programmable
Logic Device (PLD), Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA), etc. FPGA is suitable for fast implementation
controller and can be programmed to do any type of digital
functions. FPGA has the ability to operate faster than a
microprocessor chip. Because of the flexibility of the FPGA,
additional functionality and user interface controls can be
incorporated into the FPGA minimizing the requirement for
additional external components [10]. The FPGAs can be
programmed while they run, because they can be
reprogrammed in the order of microseconds. This short time
means that the system will not even sense that the chip was
reprogrammed [11]. In the literature, many sun tracking
systems have been proposed and implemented too [12]-[14].
This paper presents the hardware implementation of fuzzy
logic controller (FLC) on FPGA for Photovoltaic MPPT. A
significant advantage of this FLC is that it has been coded in
VHDL and programmed into a single FPGA [15]. Because
this reduces the number of electronic components used to
implement the controller, it enables redundancy by having
multiple copies/images of the code, and yields robustness as
a controller that has multiple systems capability [16].The
FLC may implement on FPGA and used to moves a motor
attached to the solar panel to keep it toward the sun all the
day. Then we must choose the kind of the motor as
appropriate with the controlled system. Many applications
related to positioning systems are being implemented with
stepper motors. One of the main advantages of stepper
motors is the strong relation between electrical pulses and
rotation discrete angle steps [17].

Abstract—In this paper, Two fuzzy logic controllers are
fabricated on modern FPGA card (Spartan-3AN, Xilinx
Company, 2009) to increase the energy generation efficiency of
solar cells. These controllers are, sun tracking controller and
maximum power point tracking controller. Sun tracking
generating power system is designed and implemented in real
time. A tracking mechanism composed of photovoltaic module,
stepper motor, sensors, input/output interface and expert FLC
controller implemented on FPGA, that to track the sun and
keep the solar cells always face the sun in most of the day time.
The proposed sun tracking controller, and maximum power
point tracking controller are tested using Matlab/Simulink
program, Maximum power point tracking system is designed
and implemented in real time. The results show that both
controllers have a response better than conventional controller
applied on the same system.
Index Terms—Fuzzy control,
photovoltaic system, FPGA.
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INTRODUCTION

Solar panels are power sources in photovoltaic
applications. Unfortunately, solar panels have high
fabrication cost and low energy conversion efficiency. Since
the photovoltaic electricity is expensive compared to the
electricity from the utility grid, utilization of all accessible
solar panels output power is desired. Therefore, the
photovoltaic systems should be designed to operate at their
maximum output power in any environmental conditions.
The applications for solar energy are increased, and that
need to improve the materials and methods used to harness
this power source [1]. The solar cell has an optimum
operating point to be able to get the maximum power. To
obtain maximum power from photovoltaic array,
photovoltaic power system usually requires maximum
power point tracking controller [2] and [3]. There are three
major approaches for maximizing power extraction in solar
systems. They are sun tracking, maximum power point
tracking or both [4]. These methods need intelligent
controllers such as fuzzy logic controller or conventional
controller such as PID controller. In the literature, many
maximum power point tracking systems have been proposed
and implemented [5] and [6]. The fuzzy theory based on
fuzzy sets and fuzzy algorithms provides a general method
of expressing linguistic rules so that they may be processed
quickly. The advantage of the fuzzy logic control is that it
does not strictly need any mathematical model of the plant.

II.

Solar tracking system uses a stepper motor as the drive
source to rotate the solar panel as shown in Fig. 1. The
position of the sun is determined by using a tracking sensor,
the sensor reading is converted from analog to digital signal,
and then it passed to a fuzzy logic controller implemented
on FPGA. The controller output is connected to the driver of
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imm
mune it from rotating
r
in thaat direction. At
A the night the
t
LDR
Rs sensors areevery dark ligght and their values are veery
big, in this situation the controoller go to nig
ght subroutine to
rotatte the PV panel until the poosition sensorr has the startiing
poin
nt value.

thhe stepper mottor to rotate PV
V panel in onne axis until it faces
thhe sun.

B. Fuzzy Logic Controller
FL
LC has been constructed
c
annd the block diagram
d
in Figg. 3
show
ws the FLC for the sun trackker system.
3) FLC Designn
LC has two inputs
i
which are: error and
d the change in
FL
errorr, and one outpput feeding too the stepper motor
m
driver.
In
n this paper, Mamdani aapproach has been used to
impllement FLC for the sun tracker. FLC
C contains thrree
basicc parts: Fuzziffication, Base rule, and Deffuzzification.

Fig. 1.
1 Block diagram for the sun trackeer system.

A. Sensors
A
There are tw
wo sensors ussed in the sunn tracking syystem:
phhoto sensor, annd position seensor.
1) Photo sennsor
Light dependdent resistor (LDR) is useed to construcct the
seensor. The traccking sensor is
i composed of
o two similar LDR
seensors, which are located at
a the east, west,
w
or southh, and
noorth to detectt the light souurce intensity. The LDR sensor
foorms a 45° angle
a
with thhe light sourrce. To sensee the
poosition of Sunn in one axe say
s east/west,, two LDR seensors
arre mounted onn the solar pannel and placedd in an enclosuure. It
haas a response which is sim
milar to the huuman eye. Thee east
annd west LDR
R sensors com
mpare the intensity of received
ligght in the easst and west. When
W
sun's poosition shifts,, here
thhe light sourcee intensity recceived by the sensors
s
isdiffe
ferent;
thhe system obtaains signals from
fr
the sensoors’ output vooltage
inn the two orieentations. Thee system then determines which
w
seensor receivedd more intennsive light based on the sensor
ouutput voltagee value interrpreted by voltage
v
type A/D
coonverter. The system drives the step motor
m
towardds the
orrientation of this
t
sensor. If
I the output values of thee two
seensors are eqqual, the outpput differencee is zero andd the
m
motor’s
drive voltage
v
is zerro, which meaans the system
m has
traacked the currrent position of
o the sun.
2) Position sensor
s

Fig. 3.
3 FLC for the ssun tracker systeem.

4) Fuzzification
Fiig. 4 illustratees the fuzzy set of the Errror input whiich
contaains 7 Trianguular membershhips

Fig. 4. Error fuzzzy set of FLC.

C
of Errror
Fiig. 5 illustratees the fuzzy set of the Change
inpu
ut which contaains 7 Triangular membersh
hips.

Fig. 5.
5 Change in erroor fuzzy set of FL
LC.
Fig. 2. Poosition sensor.

Fiig. 6 illustraates the fuzzyy set of thee output whiich
contaains 7 trianguular membershhips.

Position senssor used to deetermine the location
l
of thhe PV
paanel to prevennt the panel from
fr
the impaact when it reaaches
thhe edges, and to
t get the PV panel to the starting
s
point at the
niight. This sennsor used a variable
v
resisttor (potentiom
meter)
loocated on the rotor of the motor
m
and rotaate with it, annd the
vaalue of the ressistor (R) variies with the rootation as show
wn in
Fiig. 2. When the
t position sensor
s
reachess the values at
a the
PV
V at the edgges, the conttroller stoppeed the motorr and

Fig. 6. Fuzzy sett of FLC output enntering to stepperr motor driver.
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5 steeps.

5) Control rule
r base
The knowleddge base is definedby the ruules for the deesired
reelationship bettween the input and outputt variables in terms
t
off the membeership functioons illustratedd in Table I. The
coontrol rules arre evaluated by
b an inferencce mechanism
m, and
reepresented as a set of:
IF
F Error is ..annd Change off Error is ... THEN the Output
O
w ….
will
E
is NS annd Change of Error
For examplee, Rule1: IF Error
is ZE THEN thhe output is NS
S.
The linguistiic variables ussed are:
NB: Negatiive Big., NM:
N
Negativee Medium, .NS:
N
Negative
Smalll, ZE: Zero, PS:
P Positive Sm
mall, PM: Positive
M
Medium,
PB: Positive
P
Big.

Fig. 8. Ouutput degree

8) Implementinng fuzzy contrroller on FPGA
A
Th
he fuzzy logic
l
controoller designed earlier is
impllemented on Xilinx
X
XC3S7700AN FPGA
A card as show
wn
in Fiig. 9.

Y CONTROLLER
TABLE I: CONTROL RULE BASE FOR FUZZY

Fig. 9. FLC onn FPGA card.

6) Defuzzificcation
The centre of
o gravity method is widelyy used in Mam
mdani
appproach whichh has been seelected in thiss paper to com
mpute
thhe output of thhe FLC, whichh is the motor speed as:
n

Speed =

∑

i=1

Si × μ (Si)
n

∑

i=1

μ (Si)

Fiig. 10 showss the RTL scchematic diag
gram in Xiliinx
softw
ware. The FLC
C appears as a red block, first
f
input of the
t
contrroller is errorr signal takess before diffeerentiator (whhite
block
k), and other input of the controller is change in errror
signaal takes from
m after differrentiator. Thee output of the
t
contrroller is passsed through tthree blocks, the first bloock
whicch have greenn color to connvert the crisp
p value to cloock
wavee have a frequuency approprriate with this value to contrrol
the speed
s
of the motor,
m
the seecond block which
w
have bllue
colorr to extract the other mootor control signal such the
t
direcction of the motor
m
and the rotation en
nable signal, the
t
third
d block whichh have yellow
w color (LcdTop block) is for
f
LCD
D display screeen to displayy the output of
o the controlller.
Otheer blocks are innput/output data transfer.

(1)

7) Fuzzy loggic controller simulation onn matlab/simulink
Fig. 7 illusttrates the Sim
mulink blockk diagram foor the
Fuuzzy controlleer for sun trackker system.

F 7. Testing the FLC in the sun tracker system using
Fig.
u
matlab/simuulink.

The controlller has beenn tested usingg Simulink motor
m
module in MATLAB, by appplying the steep input and initial
m
i
deegree of the rootor is -10 deggree. The outpput step responnse is
shhown in Fig. 8. The rangee from -10 too 0 degree takkes 5
steps since eachh step in our motor
m
is 1.8 degree, so (10//1.8)=

Fig. 10. RTL schhematic diagram for the FLC with
h other blocks.
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C. Mechanical Construction and Components
System prototype is shown in Fig. 11 consists of a
mechanical mechanism of 2 degrees of freedom (D.O.F)
designed to support and direct a PV solar cell attached to it.
Mechanism has the ability to rotate the PV cell about
2_axes, x or z. But initially, we have locked z- axis rotation
and applied control scheme to x- axis only. Electromechanical drive system of x- axis consists of a stepper
motor with a1.5 cm radius pulley attached to its shaft and is
driving a 2.5 cm radius pulley attached to main driving shaft
as shown in Fig. 14, through a belt. Belt mechanism realizes
a speed reduction of 40% ((1-1.5/2.5)×100), and a torque
increase of 40% in order to with stand demand load. Main
driving shaft, shown in Fig. 11 is attached to the main frame
and supported with two bearings. Also, this shaft is provided
by an electro-mechanical clutch in order to prevent axis
rotation when driving motor is disabled and to assure to
keep the PV panel at the same end position. Main driving
shaft transmits rotation to the second shaft, shown in Fig.
11, through two identical meshing gears with the same
angular speed. Second shaft is supported by the main frame
by two ball bearings. PV panel is attached to the second
shaft and its angular position is measured with a
potentiometer attached to the second shaft end.

resistance and a series resistance component are added to the
model since no solar cell is ideal in practice [20].
Additional parameter is added to the basic equation to
represent practical arrays are composed of several connected
photovoltaic cells and equation 1 becomes as [19]:
𝐼 = 𝐼𝑝𝑣 − 𝐼0 𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑉+𝑅𝑠 𝐼
𝑉𝑡 𝑎

−1 −

𝑉+𝑅𝑠 𝐼
𝑅𝑝

(3)

where Ipv and I0 are the photovoltaic and saturation currents
of the array and Vt = NskT/q is the thermal voltage of the
array with Ns cells connected in series Rs and Rp is the
equivalent series and parallel resistance. Figure 12shows the
I-V curve from equation 2 [19].

Fig. 12. Characteristic I-V curve of a practical photovoltaic device.

The light generated current of the photovoltaic cell Ipv and
saturation current I0 depend on the temperature according to
the following equations [19]:
𝐼𝑝𝑣 = 𝐼𝑝𝑣 ,𝑛 + 𝐾𝐼 ∆ 𝑇

𝐼𝑜 =
Fig. 11. System prototype.

𝐼𝑠𝑐 ,𝑛 + 𝐾𝐼 ∆𝑇
𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑉 𝑜𝑐 ,𝑛 + 𝐾 𝑉 ∆𝑇
−1
𝑎𝑉𝑡

(4)

(5)

Ipv, n is the light-generated current at the nominal
condition

III. MPPT

B. Output Characteristic of Photovoltaic Array
A typical characteristic curve of PV model's current and
voltage curve is shown in Fig. 12, and the power and voltage
curve is shown in Fig. 13.

In this section, in order to show the feasibility of MPPT
using fuzzy control, the photovoltaic power system with step
down converter is constructed. The circuit configuration of
this system is shown, and then the fundamental
characteristics of solar array using this system are also
shown in this section.
A. Circuit Configuration
From the solid-state physics point of view, the cell is
basically a large area p-n diode with the junction positioned
close to the top surface [18]. So an ideal solar cell may be
modeled by a current source in parallel with a diode that
mathematically describes the I-V characteristic by [19]:
𝐼 = 𝐼𝑝𝑣 ,𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 − 𝐼𝑑 = 𝐼𝑝𝑣 ,𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 − 𝐼0,𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑞𝑉
𝑎𝑘𝑇

−1

Fig. 13. Power-voltage characteristic of a PV module.

(2)

MPPT is used for extracting the maximum power from the
solar PV module and transferring that power to the load. A
dc/dc (step up/step down) converter acts as an interface
between the load and the module. The MPPT is changing the
duty cycle to keep the transfer power from the solar PV
module to the load at maximum point [21].

where Ipv, cell is the current generated by the incident light,
Id is the Shockley diode equation, I0, cell is the reverse
saturation or leakage current of the diode, q is the electron
charge [1.60217646 * 10−19C], k is the Boltzmann constant
[1.3806503 * 10−23J/K], T [K] is the temperature of the p-n
junction, and a is the diode ideality constant. A shunt
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Fig. 16 illustrates the fuzzy set of the Change of Error
input which contains 7 Triangular memberships.

Fig. 14. Photovoltaic with MPPT system.

IV. FUZZY CONTROL OF MPPT

Fig. 16. Membership function of change of error (CE).

A. MPPT of PV Using Fuzzy Controller:
MPPT system uses dc to dc converter to compensate the
output voltage of the solar panel to keep the voltage at the
value which maximizes the output power. MPP fuzzy logic
controller measures the values of the voltage and current at
the output of the solar panel, then calculates the power from
the relation (P=V*I) to extract the inputs of the controller.
The crisp output of the controller represents the duty cycle
of the pulse width modulation to switch the dc to dc
converter.

Fig. 17 illustrates the fuzzy set of the output which
contains 7 Triangular memberships.

B. MPPT Fuzzy Logic Controller:
The FLC examines the output PV power at each sample
(time_k), and determines the change in power relative to
voltage (dp/dv). If this value is greater than zero the
controller change the duty cycle of the PWM to increase the
voltage until the power is maximum or the value (dp/dv) =0,
if this value less than zero the controller changes the duty
cycle of the PWM to decrease the voltage until the power is
maximum as shown in Fig. 13. FLC has two inputs which
are: error and the change in error, and one output feeding to
the pulse width modulation to control the DC-to-DC
converter. The two FLC inputs variables is defined by:

Fig. 17 Membership function of duty ratio (D).

2) Control rule base
The knowledge base defining the rules for the desired
relationship is between the input and output variables in
terms of the membership functions illustrated in Table II.
The control rules are evaluated by an inference mechanism,
and represented as a set of:
Rule1: IF Error is NL and Change of Error is ZE THEN the
output is NS.
The linguistic variables used are:
NB:
Negative Big, NM: Negative Medium, NS:
Negative Small, ZE: Zero, PS: Positive Small, PM:
Positive Medium, PB: Positive Big.

(6)
1

(7)

where, P (k) is the instant power of the photovoltaic
generator. The input error (k) shows if the load operation
point at the instant k is located on the left or on the right of
the maximum power point on the PV characteristic, while
the input CE (k) expresses the moving direction of this
point. The fuzzy inference is carried out by using Mamdani
method. FLC contains three basic parts: Fuzzification, Base
rule, and Defuzzification.
1) Fuzzification
Fig. 15 illustrates the fuzzy set of the Error input which
contains 7 Triangular memberships.

TABLE II: CONTROL RULE BASE FOR MPPT FUZZY CONTROLLER.

E ↓ CE

NB

N

NS

ZE

PS

PM

PB

M

NB

ZE

ZE

ZE

NB

NB

NB

NB

NM

ZE

ZE

ZE

NM

NM

NM

NM

NS

NS

ZE

ZE

NS

NS

NS

NS

ZE

NM

NS

ZE

ZE

ZE

PS

PM

PS

PM

PS

PS

PS

ZE

ZE

PS

PM

PM

PM

PM

PM

ZE

ZE

ZE

PB

PB

PB

PB

PB

ZE

ZE

ZE

3) Defuzzification
The defuzzification uses the centre of gravity to compute
the output of this FLC which is the duty cycle (D):
∑
∑

Fig. 15. Membership function of error (E).
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V.

MPP
PT FLC SIMULLATION ON MATLAB
A
/SIMULLINK

Before applyying the fuzzyy controller onn PV, modelliing of
PV
V must be set-up.
A. PV modellling for Simullation
A
The equationns from 1 to 4 used for gennerating the cuurrent
byy PV array arre representedd by MATLA
AB/SIMULIN
NK as
shhown in Fig. 18.
1
Fig. 21.. Controlling the PV power using FLC.

Th
he parameterss informationn of PV array
y is entered by
GUI interface from
m the KC200G
GT solar array
y datasheet:
Nominal short-ccircuit voltagee [A]: Iscn = 8.21
8
Nominal array open-circuit
o
vvoltage [V]: Vocn
V
= 32.9
Arrray current att maximum poower point [A
A]: Imp = 7.61
Arrray voltage at
a maximum ppower point [V
V] :Vmp = 26..3
Voltage/temperrature coefficient [V/K] :Kv
v = -0.123
urrent/temperature coefficieent [A/K] : Kii = 3.18e-3
Cu
Nu
unber of seriees cells: Ns = 554
Nominal irradiaance [W/m^2]] at 25oC:Gn = 1000
Nominal operatting temperatuure [K]: Tn = 25 + 273.15
Bo
oltzmann Connstant [J/K]:k = 1.3806503ee-23
Ellectron chargee Constant [C]]: q = 1.60217
7646e-19
Diiode ideality constant:
c
a = 11.3.

Fig. 18. Modeeling of the currennt generated by PV
P array Simulinkk.

B. MPPT Maatlab Simulatiion
B
1) GUI interf
rface for PV model
m
The PV moddel have a larrge number of
o parameters,, so a
grraphical user interface GUI
G
is set-upp for enteringg the
paarameters of any array moodel using infformation froom its
daatasheet as shoown in Fig. 199.

Fiig. 22 shows the
t effect of tthe FLC contrroller on the PV
P
power, since it becomes
b
consstant at the maximum
m
vallue
0.14 W) after a small stillingg time.
(200

Fig. 22. Controller efffect on the poweer.

Fig. 19. GUI foor entering param
meters of any arrayy from its datasheeet.

2) Control siignal generatiion in simulattion
Fig. 20 shoows equationss 5 and 6 are representeed, to
geenerate Error and Changee in error siggnals as inputts for
FL
LC.

Th
he results of applying
a
the FLC on PV sysstem to track the
t
MMP is comparedd with a conventional contrroller applied on
m by Villalvva [15]. Thiis controller is
the same system
pertu
urbation and observation
o
coontroller. The principle of thhis
contrroller is done by changing the PWM dutty cycle (D) and
a
obseerving the efffect on the ouutput PV pow
wer; this can be
detaiiled as follows:
• When dpp/dv > 0, the voltage is in
ncreased, this is
done throough D(k ) = D
D(k − 1) + C.
(C:in
ncrementationn step),
• When dpp/dv < 0, the voltage is decreased throuugh
D(k ) = D(k
D − 1) − C .
Fiig. 23 show
ws the effecct of the tw
wo controlleer’s
pertu
urbation and observation and FLC co
ontroller on the
t
samee PV power. The responsse of FLC is better than the
t
respo
onse of the peerturbation andd observation controller sinnce
it taake more settling time. Other draw
wback point in
pertu
urbation and observation
o
coontroller is that it depends on
know
wing the valuee of the voltagge at the MPP (Vm).

Fig. 20. Generating
G
the errror and change inn error signals.

3) Fuzzy loggic controller simulation
s
The designeed fuzzy coontroller now
w can connnected
beetween PV module
m
and DC-to-DC
D
connverter moduule to
traacking the MP
PP, as shown in Fig. 21.
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F 25. Examininng PWM output.
Fig.

DC Converter
B. Implementingg the DC-to-D
mplemented and
he DC-to-DC converter is im
a is connectted
Th
with
h FPGA cardd. The circuuit included parts of Buuck
comp
ponents suchh as controollable switcch (IRF740A
A),
indu
uctor and cappacitor, PIC166F877 microccontroller as an
ADC
C, IR2110 Half
H
Bridge Driver, opto
ocubler isolattor
(6N1
137), and otheer basic compponents. In orrder to maintaain
output voltage, controller
c
will be operateed in feedbaack
uit. The outpuut of the DC-tto-DC converrter is examinned
circu
using
g the oscillosscope by channging the values of the FL
LC
inpu
uts as an openn loop and obbserve the chaange in the duuty
cyclee of the PWM
M output andd the change in
i the converrter
output as shown inn Fig. 26.

F 23. The Effecct of the Conventiional Controller and
Fig.
a FLC Controlller on
the PV
P Power.

VI. EXPEERIMENT RESU
ULTS
This section shows the ussefulness of proposed maxiimum
poower point trracking controoller by fuzzyy controller.Inn the
firrst, the fuzzy logic controlller for MPPT will implemeent on
thhe FPGA carrd. Then, thee DC-to-DC implementedd and
coonnected withh the FPGA.
A. Implementing Fuzzy Loogic Controller on an FPGA
A
A
The fuzzy logic conntroller desiigned earlier is
im
mplemented on Xilinx XC33S700AN FPG
GA card as shhown
inn Fig. 9. Fig.. 24 shows the
t RTL scheematic diagraam in
X
Xilinx
softwaare RTL Viiewer to viiew a schem
matic
reepresentation for the FLC
C and other components after
im
mplementing it
i on Xilinx_ISE 11.1 softw
ware. The inpuuts of
thhe controller are
a the error and
a change in error as in (55) and
(66). The outputt of the controller is conneected with a PWM
P
m
module
designeed on the FPG
GA. The PWM
M frequency of
o the
m
modulating
siggnal is about 3 KHz, this value
v
calculateed by
exxperiment. A 14-bit countter runs at thhe clock of FPGA
F
=550MHz comppletes cycles at
a a rate 50M
M/214 ≈ 3 KH
Hz. In
thhis case, eacch level in an 8-bit modulating
m
s
signal
coorresponds to 214/256 = 26 clock pulses.

Fig. 26. Exam
mining PWM outpput with open loop
p controller.

FLC by chang
ging the value of
After adding thhe close loop F
i
voltage to the DC-to--DC converterr, the duty cyccle
the input
value is constant for each inpput and the ou
utput voltage is
D
input voltages as shown in Fig.
F
consstant for all DC-to-DC
27.

Fig. 24. RTL schematic diagraams for the FLC with
w other blockss.

The output of the PW
WM is exam
mined usingg the
osscilloscope byy changing thee values of thee FLC and obbserve
thhe change in thhe duty cycle of the PWM output as show
wn in
Fiig. 25.

Fig. 27. Examinning the PWM outtput with close lo
oop controller.
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DC-to-DC converter to keep the PV output power at the
maximum point all the time. Both controllers are tested
using Matlab/Simulink program, and the results was
compared with a perturbation and observation controllers
applied on the same system. The proposed solar tracking
power generation fuzzy controller is able to track the sun
light automatically. The comparison shows that the fuzzy
logic controller is better in response and don’t depend on
knowing any parameter of PV panel. The information
required for fuzzy control is only generating power,
therefore, the hardware is simple and the cost of this system
is inexpensive.

C. Implementing the two FLC on an FPGA
Fig. 28 shows the RTL schematic diagram in Xilinx
software RTL Viewer to view a schematic representation for
the last two FLC and other components after implementing
it on Xilinx_ISE 11.1 software.
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